Our LIVE stream will be on a YouTube Live feed pushed out through the MissoulaGives.org website. Some of you will submit pre-recorded events that we will air on the LIVE stream. Others will be hosting a live streaming event through our broadcast.

Please refer to the following documents for guidelines and requirements:

1. Pre-recorded Video Specs & Compatibility Requirements:
   a. [https://support.stageten.tv/en/articles/1893207-how-to-create-your-own-custom-overlays-on-stage-ten](https://support.stageten.tv/en/articles/1893207-how-to-create-your-own-custom-overlays-on-stage-ten)

2. LIVE Events Compatibility Requirements:

### Submission Requirements:

- **Pre-recorded Submissions**
  - This is the preferred submission format. Things to know for submitting a pre-recorded event.
    i. Time Length: Minimum = 10 minutes, Maximum = 55 minutes
    ii. The format you must submit is = .MP4 or WEBM
    iii. 720p Maximum

- **Live Submissions**
  - We'll accept 2 different types of live participation.
    i. 1 - 2 people joining the stream to talk on the stream.
    ii. A combination of a few people and additional a/v assets (graphics, images, music, etc.). In both cases, we can only accept 4 feeds being on the stream at once and will need you to be flexible for scheduling.
    iii. Please refer to the above-linked article for capability requirements to join our live stream